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AMPS are pleased to announce 
The Right Honourable Earl of 
Shrewsbury, Charles Chetwynd-
Talbot has been appointed as 
President for the association.

Lord Shrewsbury is a businessman 
and an active elected hereditary 
member of the House of Lords where 
his interests include Commerce and 
Industry, Agriculture and Rural issues. 

He acts or has acted in an advisory role for a range of major and 
medium sized businesses, both quoted and private. As he has done 
for many years, he continues to promote British commerce and 
manufacturing industry both at home and abroad. 

As well as his interests in the political world, charities, country sports 
and business matters, Lord Shrewsbury is an accomplished public 
speaker who has featured in both radio and television documentaries 
as well as lecturing on his rich family history and its influence on many 
aspects of British life and politics.

We look forward to Lord Shrewsbury’s engagement with AMPS  
& welcome him to the Association on behalf of the entire membership.

NEW PRESIDENT FOR AMPS
Welcome

Richard Teasdale (left) and Paul Aitken 
(right) with Charles Chetwynd-Talbot, 
the Rt. Hon. Earl of Shrewsbury & 
Talbot DL.



Welcome to AMPS Power
We’ve used part of this issue to talk about 
AMPS. Having seen changes of Chairman, 
Vice President and the appointment of a new 
President, we thought you’d also like to see 
who is currently serving on the Council and in 
the Technical Committee. We’ve created a map 
and listed all our members as well as listing 
the benefits and opportunities that being a 
member of the Association offers.

None of this would be possible, without you, the 
membership, which is at the centre of AMPS, and is 
the whole reason why it exists. Thank you to all our 
contributors to this issue of AMPS Power, which would 
literally be nothing without you.

Sadly, due to COVID-19 many events everywhere; 
congresses, conferences and exhibitions have either been 
cancelled, postponed or else have taken place virtually 
this year – and although the virus is likely to be affecting 
our lives for some time to come, we are continuing 
to make plans for the Conference and other events in 
2021, and will be taking on board current guidelines and 
restrictions to ensure the maximum safety of everyone 
who wishes to attend.

If you’d like to contribute to the next AMPS Power 
in the form of an article, we’d love to hear from you. 
Likewise, please continue to send your news of awards, 
innovations, and events to us for inclusion.

Welcome

Contact AMPS 
Main Contact Number:  

+44 (0) 20 8253 4505 
AMPS Registered Address: 
The Association of Manufacturers of Power generating Systems 
Unit 19 Omega Business Village, Thurston Road,  
Northallerton, DL6 2NJ

President:  Charles Shrewsbury 
The Rt. Hon. The Earl of Shrewsbury & Talbot DL.

Vice President: Richard Teasdale

Chairman: Paul Aitken

Accounts dept: accounts@amps.org.uk

Publications and Marketing 
Claire Short 
marcomm@amps.org.uk

www.amps.org.uk
We’d love to hear from you – please get in touch if you have any 
queries or suggestions to make AMPS even better.

The magazine of the 
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Power Source

THE 2021 AMPS ANNUAL 
CONFERENCE AND 
LUNCHEON
22ND APRIL 2021,  
ONE GREAT GEORGE STREET, 
LONDON

2021 AMPS ANNUAL 
AWARDS
6TH OCTOBER 2021,  
PARK PLAZA,  
LONDON

Tickets for both events are £175+VAT pp or £1650+VAT for a table of 10

www.amps.org.uk

THE UK'S LARGEST 
GATHERING OF DATA 
CENTRE EXPERTISE
AMPS are looking forward to being back at 
Data Centre World in 2021

Taking place from 24-25 March 2021 at  
Excel, London

LOOK TO THE FUTURE...
It’s the one event where you can train your 
eye on the future of data centres. Where all 
the decision makers, pioneers, experts and 
suppliers gather. Where you’ll experience all of 
the most up-to-the-minute products, services 
and ideas that deliver tomorrow’s data centres 
today. And where an increasingly international 
audience meet to glimpse what’s ahead in a 
fast-developing industry. Welcome to Data 
Centre World 2021, now with a 12-year 
heritage of growth and innovation, and firmly 
cemented as the must-attend event of the year. 
Delve deeper into Routing and Switching, Fibre 
Optics, Robotic Automation, Fire Prevention/
Detection, Design and Build, Physical Security, 
ITAD and so much more.

www.datacentreworld.com

SAVE THE DATE

PLACING MANUFACTURED 
GOODS ON THE MARKET 
IN GREAT BRITAIN FROM  
1 JANUARY 2021
There has 
been an 
important 
change from 
what was 
expected:

Businesses are 
encouraged to be ready for full implementation 
of the new UK regime as soon as possible after 
1 January 2021. However, to allow businesses 
time to adjust, CE marked goods in scope 
of this guidance that meet EU requirements 
(where these match UK requirements) can 
continue to be placed on the GB market until 1 
January 2022 where EU and UK requirements 
remain the same. This includes goods which 
have been assessed by an EU recognised 
notified body. There are some exceptions to 
this guidance.

Find out more here: amps.org.uk/placing-
manufactured-goods-market-great-britain

UK GOVERNMENT ‘JOB 
SUPPORT SCHEME’
It is well known that the Government furlough 
scheme is tapering down and finishes at the 
end of October 2020. We now have details  
of its replacement, the “Job Support Scheme”. 
A fact sheet from HM Treasury tells us how 
the scheme will work and here are the 
outline details. For more information visit 
bmcprecept.com/helpful-guidance-on-the-
new-job-support-scheme

MIDDLE EAST ENERGY 2021
Taking place from 14-16 June, Dubai

Positioned as a global energy event with 
exhibitors and attendees converging from all 
over the world, Middle East Energy, previously 
known as Middle East Electricity, brings together 
energy manufacturers and suppliers to showcase 
new technologies and innovative solutions 
covering the entire energy value chain.

Connecting businesses for over 40 years, MEE 
has been an essential part of the economic 
expansion of the Middle East, introducing new 
products to the region to build infrastructure, 
real estate and commerce. It is now helping 
governments, organisations and SME’s diversify 
the generation and supply of energy and build a 
sustainable future.

www.middleeast-energy.com/en/home.html

POWEREX LIVE
6TH OCTOBER 2021, PARK 
PLAZA, LONDON
PowerEx Live 2021 aims to offer the perfect 
networking opportunities for professionals 
across the Genset, CHP, Data Centre and 
Consultancy industry sectors. With conference 
speakers at the top of their respective fields 
alongside premier display space in a world class 
venue, this event becomes a priority for all 
those in the power and energy markets.

www.powerexlive.co.uk
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GENERATOR
POWER
FOR THE INLAND 
WATERWAYS, RENTAL & 
CONSTRUCTION MARKET

brinkmann-niemeijer.nl
info@bnmotoren.nl - T. +31 571-27 69 00
Engelenburgstraat 45, 7391 AM  Twello
The Netherlands

Brinkmann & Niemeijer is since many decades one of the foremost manu-
facturers of generating sets in the Netherlands with an excellent reputation. 
Over the years B&N has shown an ever growing expansion and created a 
great name for itself in the fi eld generator sets for the Inland Waterways and 
Construction & Rental market.

Stage V generator
sets for Rental & Construction

WATERWAYS, RENTAL & 
CONSTRUCTION MARKET

sets for Rental & Construction

Brinkmann & Niemeijer is since many decades one of the foremost manu-
facturers of generating sets in the Netherlands with an excellent reputation. 

Stage V generator
sets for Rental & Construction

Stage V IWA generator
sets for Inland Waterways

b&n_adv_inland+rental_0063(3).indd   1b&n_adv_inland+rental_0063(3).indd   1 14-05-20   18:1314-05-20   18:13
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Enrogen Ltd are a generator 
manufacturer based in Yorkshire,  
UK, operating since 2005 initially as 
a servicing and installation company, 
moving into generator manufacturing  
in 2014.

We specialise in the manufacture of 
bespoke generators tailored to the 
clients requirements.

We have developed a Dealer network 
throughout the UK and other parts of  
the world.

Our reputation has grown as the supplier 
of quality products, for example on 
a recent project in West Africa we 
supplied 2 x 3MVA Transformers/ 
5000A Switchboards/ Busbars/ 
Cables & Generators for a full turnkey 
package, installed by our dealer and 
commissioned by our engineer.

If you are interested in becoming a 
Dealer/ Distributor or have an enquiry 
for a generator please do not hesitate 
to contact us. Visit our website:  
www.enrogen.com

Recently we where selected to design 
and supply 2 x 2MVA Packaged Sub-
Stations for a contractor on  
a Government Project.

We packaged our own built Mitsubishi/ 
Leroy Somer combination Generator  
and the Transformer/ MV Switchgear/  
LV Switchgear.

The generators were installed within 
65dBA @ 1mtr enclosures. The generator 
room & LV room were connected by a 
corridor. Each room was 3,500mm wide 
to include additional walk around space.

The Substations & generator were built 
as complete units off-site for factory 
testing then stripped for transport and 
rebuilt on site.

In addition to project work, Enrogen 
manufacturer our own standard range 
of generators using Perkins/ Scania/ 
Mitsubishi engines and with Leroy Somer 
alternators. We have our own range of 
Acoustic Canopies up to a 1000kVA 
which are fabricated and built in-house.

For our Dealers we can personalise paint 
colours and graphics to their livery.

For more information please contact:  
Mr Kevin Griffiths 
kevin@enrogen.com 
Tel: +44 1759 307070

ENROGEN LTD 2 x 
2MVA PACKAGED 
SUB-STATIONS 
WITH STANDBY 
GENERATORS 

Electricity Blenheim Road, 
Pocklington Road, York, UK,  
YO42 1NR

mail@enrogen.com

01759 307070

2 x 2MVA PACKAGED SUB STATION WITH GENERATORS & BULK FUEL TANKS
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HONOLULU

He was not the only one looking at container style developments. 
Matson Navigation, based in San Francisco began a more scientific 
approach, and an opposite view.

Matson was a long established transportation conglomerate, family 
based, and with a strong element of shipping pineapples and sugar 
from Hawaii to the mainland USA. Therein lay the problem, directors 
included Hawaiian growers, whose overriding interest was an economic 
means of getting product to market. Profit from shipping was incidental.

Consultants were employed over a two year time scale, the same period 
it took McLean to go from concept to operation! Then they created 
an in-house research department. This was no space race. Matson’s 
employed Foster Weldon, a professor at John Hopkins University 

in Baltimore. His approach was much more scientific than McLean’s 
development on the fly. Wheldon was an exponent of the then new 
science of operational research and had worked on planning the 
development of the Polaris missile.

He considered McLean’s approach puzzling, wondering how McLean 
could even start without quantitative data. ‘Data first’ was his approach, 
then to use the data to seek an optimal way forward.

Wheldon soon evaluated the pertinent issues that would guide his 
approach. Half Matson’s cargo was suitable for shipment in containers, 
but the cargo flow was unbalanced. For every ton shipped from Hawaii 
to the mainland, it shipped three tons the other way. Unfortunately, 
much of the Hawaii bound shipments were from food distributors in 
the USA supplying small local stores in Hawaii. To put this in containers 
would mean consolidating freight in California then unloading at the port 
in Hawaii. This was inefficient, what was established however was that 
savings would be made overall, considering the long term trends of rising 
port labour costs without a corresponding increase in productivity.

So, containers seemed to be worthy of further study, but what size 
should they be? Wheldon’s studies revealed, not unsurprisingly, that 
smaller containers would have more full loads, but that loading costs 
were higher if they had lots of smaller containers. He set to work 
analysing Matson’s shipments. No easy task when manual records had  
to be entered onto punched cards, then run through a computer.

The conclusion? Containers of twenty to twenty five feet in length were 
the optimal size.

Wheldon reported to Matson’s that containers were a promising 
development, but that initially, containers should be carried as deck 
cargo on existing freighters. If successful, dedicated containerships could 
be introduced. 

Box Clever: A Short History of Containers Part 2

BOX CLEVER:  
A SHORT HISTORY OF  
CONTAINERS – PART 2

At the end of the last article we left 
Malcolm McLean in Houston watching 
the first containership unloading 
containers onto the shore.

By Bernard Gospel –  
Technical Committee Secretary

TechSec@AMPS.org.uk
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Matson’s accepted the report in early 1957, 
and appointed Leslie Harlander to form an 
engineering department. One of his first 
actions was to travel to Houston to observe 
the first unloading of McLean’s Pan-Atlantic 
Gateway City. Because this was designed for 
shipment to many ill equipped ports, it was 
fitted with on board cranes. The freighter 
had a then conventional layout, with a central 
bridge and accommodation. Thus, front, and 
rear crane drivers could not see each other. To 
avoid them swinging containers over the same 
side of the ship at the same time and risking 
capsizing the ship, a system of indication lights 
was fitted to warn the crane drivers of this.

Harlander made a quick decision, with fewer 
ports to deal with; onshore cranes were the 
way for Matson. He suspected that the on 
board cranes would be unreliable, and he 
was right.

Early in 1958, just as Pan-Atlantic were 
opening a new route to Puerto Rico, Matson 
ordered their first onshore container crane. 
Then followed orders for six hundred 
containers. These could be stacked five  
high, an advantage over Pan-Atlantic.

Weldon’s research continued, creating a 
simulation model of Matson’s business, 
including data on volume, costs, transit 
times, labour costs, shipping rates, renting 
time on an IBM computer, which probably 
had less computing power than a modern 
smart phone, they used the model to answer 
questions: Should the ships call at multiple 
ports in Hawaii? How fast should they sail? 
Such rigorous investigations were rare in the 
1950s and had never been performed in the 
shipping industry.

Matson’s first container shipment was in 
August 1958 when the Hawaiian Merchant set 
sail from San Francisco with twenty containers 
on its deck, and general cargo in its hold. The 
Hawaiian Merchant and five others were soon 
sailing with seventy five containers at a time, 
carefully and slowly loaded by conventional 
dockside cranes, whilst their first container 
crane was being erected in Almeda, on San 
Francisco bay.

In January 1959, the world’s first dockside 
container crane was commissioned, loading 
one forty thousand pound container every 
three minutes. This equates to four hundred 
tons per hour, more than forty times the 
productivity of a typical longshore gang.  
Similar cranes were installed in Los Angeles 
and Honolulu in 1960.

Marson then moved to phase two of 
Wheldon’s plan, the was modified to carry 
containers stacked six high and six abreast 
in each of its five holds, as well as on deck. 
One hold was equipped with a cooling system 
and electrical connections for refrigerated 

containers. The ship had a capacity of 408 25 
ton containers, stability being a problem, the 
solution being to load the heaviest containers 
at the bottom. In May 1960, the sailed a 
triangular route between Los Angeles, San 
Francisco, and Honolulu. The spent twelve 
and a half days of each fifteen day voyage at 
sea. Matson’s directors realised they were 
onto a financial winner, they threw their 
previously cautious approach away, and 
ordered more containerships.

The rest of the shipping industry watched 
with interest. Containers were certainly 
going to change the industry, but would they 
revolutionise it, that was the question?

The case of Grace Lines was a warning. They 
had won $7 million of US government subsidy 
to convert two ships into containerships 
and then spent $3 million on containers 
and handling equipment. Longshoremen in 
Venezuela where the ships were destined, 
refused to handle the containers. This was a 
foretaste of what was to come.

Pan-Atlantic itself had problems, its service to 
Puerto Rico had a well-established competitor, 
Bull Lines, who converted its own service 
to containers. On the mainland, a few food 
and drug companies signed contacts to ship 
containers to Houston, and some Houston 
chemical companies used containers to ship 
chemicals in the other direction. The flow 
through Pan-Atlantic’s terminal at Newark 
NJ rose to 1.1 million tons by 1959, but then 
stabilised. McLean tried to buy competitors 
out, but was snubbed.

McLean realised that the problem lay with the 
customers’ attitude in staying with traditional 
methods, without investigating the cost and 
other benefits of containers. The shipping 
industry was too conservative to change on 
its own. McLean then recruited a breed not 
earlier seen in the shipping industry: salesmen!

He looked for aggressive entrepreneurs and 
hired them fast. They were taught how to sell 
the cost savings of containers, and to help the 
customer calculate the annual savings to be 
made, often a large sum.

Deeply in debt again, McLean bought two 
more ships and sent them to Germany to be 
lengthened and converted to carry nearly 500 
containers each. His competitors argued to 
the ICC that these were not ‘American’ ships, 
but McLean won again. In 1962 he obtained 
permission to sail the two ships between 
Newark and San Francisco, making him the 
only coast to coast shipper. Trade was poor at 
first and the flow unbalanced, so he attracted 
no competition.

What rescued Pan-Atlantic was a boom in the 
trade with Puerto Rico, as that country offered 
cheap labour rates to USA manufacturers. He 
then grabbed another opportunity: Bull Lines 

owners went bankrupt and he bought Bull 
Lines’ ships. Overnight Pan-Atlantic became 
the dominant shipper to a market which could 
only use American ships.

By 1967, shipping costs to Puerto Rico fell by 
nearly 20%, and Pan-Atlantic was carrying 
1,800 containers per week on that route. 
Pan-Atlantic had doubled its container fleet to 
nearly 14,000. At the centre was what became 
its main hub at Newark NJ.

NEW YORK CITY

Newark and New York City had 
their own story.

For the Port of New York Authority (PNYA) 
containerization was a godsend, for the City of 
New York it was a disaster…

This was a foretaste of what was to come in 
Britain: London, and particularly Liverpool 
were devastated, and fifty years later, 
Liverpool has yet to fully recover.

In the early 1950’s New York City (NYC) 
handled one third of USA’s trade in 
manufactured goods, its value was even 
higher, as NYC specialised in high value 
freight. This was despite NYC’s obvious 
disadvantages as a port.

The city’s nearly 300 piers, were strung 
out along the Manhattan and Brooklyn 
waterfronts. Traditionally, long distance 
shipments were by rail, but the rail freight 
terminals were across the Hudson river in 
New Jersey. Getting freight to ocean-going 
ships was complex, the wagons were shunted 
around the yards until consolidated, then 
loaded onto a barge and towed across the river 
to the dock. This was only economic because 
the regulator, ICC, only permitted the same 
freight rate to Manhattan and Brooklyn as to 
New Jersey, in essence, the transhipment was 
free, to subsidize New York as a port.

New York City was heavily dependent on 
the port for employment; over 100,000 
were employed in transportation, trucking, 
and warehousing, nearly 15,000 worked 
in services, such as brokerage and freight 

Box Clever: A Short History of Containers Part 2

fig 1
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forwarding. In addition, factories were 
located near the waterfront to take 
advantage of shipping. Thousands worked 
in the chemical industries, food processing, 
ship building and repair. Adding in the 
lawyers, insurance brokers and bankers 
makes it easy to estimate that half a million 
workers were dependant on the port.

Even this was lower than it had been at the 
end of the second world war.

Some of New York’s problems were of its 
own making. Labour relations were poor, 
strikes frequent, investment in the ports 
facilities were not being made, many piers 
were literally collapsing into the river. Crime 
on the docks was rampant.

The reason for the formation of the Port of 
New York Authority was in fact to develop 
bridges and tunnels, its move into shipping 
only came in the 1940’s when the governors 
of the two states persuaded the agency to 
moving into shipping, for entirely different 
reasons; The governor of New York, 
Thomas E. Dewey, wanted the Authority to 
drive crime out of the docks; the governor 
of New Jersey, Walter Edge, wanted it to 
build docks on the New Jersey side of the 
river. The Authority wanted to quietly move 
into airports and saw the governors’ plans as 
a diversion which could be used to mask its 
true ambitions!

New Jersey was glad to unload its crumbing 
docks at Newark to the Authority, who 
promptly began the groundworks for a 
modern port just south of Newark to be 
called Port Elizabeth. 

The Authority gave McLean what he 
wanted; wharves and space for what 
became his container terminal, at no capital 
cost to McLean.

The activity on the New Jersey side of the 
river raised concern in New York City, 
coming to the realisation that each ton 
shipped through the new port implied one 
ton less for the city.

In 1955 the then NYC mayor, Wagner, 
began pumping large amounts of money 
into refurbishing the docks, including a 
new passenger terminal for the Holland-
America line. The future of air transport 
taking the bulk of sea passengers was not 
foreseen. This reconstruction was to cost 
over a billion dollars in today’s money, 
mostly wasted.

Reconstructing the piers and facilities 
did not solve the problems inherent in 
conventional ports: access, traditional 
attitudes, and labour unions.

The NYC Planning Commission had a 
realistic pragmatic view: rebuilding the 
port might not be the best use of valuable 

waterfronts. The market was proving them 
right, In 1955 the city commenced building 
new terminals to handle cross harbour 
barge traffic. By 1960, after $10 million 
had been spent, that traffic was down one 
third, and the trend was worsening.

After six months operation Pan-Atlantic 
was shipping 120 containers a week from 
Newark to Houston. They then leased an 
additional six acres to store containers.

In 1958 the Propeller Club, an association 
of shipping executives, devoted a whole 
day of its annual convention to containers, 
concluding that conventional shipping 
would soon be in deep trouble.

Pan-Atlantic renamed itself Sea-Land-
Services in 1960, to emphasise that it was 
aiming beyond the Atlantic shores and 
that it was heading towards what we call 
intermodal transportation.

The new Sea-Land terminal at Port 
Elizabeth opened in 1962 on a scale 
impossible in NYC.

Sea-Land obtained ICC permission to sail 
from Newark to California through the 
Panama Canal, and its traffic soared. Port 
Elizabeth grew rapidly; by 1972 over half a 
million containers were passing through it 
each year.

Correspondingly, New York City’s shipping 
employment collapsed,

Longshoremen were hired on a daily basis, 
in 1963, 1.4 million days of labour were 
hired. By 1967 the figure was below a 
million, by 1975 hirings had dropped below 
130,000.

Similarly, employment in cargo handling 
dropped from 19,000 in 1964 to 8,000 
in 1976.

The port at Brooklyn clung on a little 
longer but suffered the same eventual fate.

In Newark, there was a labour shortage! 
Despite the efficiencies of containerisation 
employment in Newark’s ports rose by 
30% between 1963 and 1970.

By the mid 1970’s New York City’s docks 
were mostly a memory. Manufacturing 
was hit as well, its prime reason for being 
in New York City was taken away: ease 
of shipment. There were other pressures 
as well, the completion of Eisenhower’s 
Interstate Highway road system meant 
that manufacturing could be based 
virtually anywhere. People followed 
the jobs; Brooklyn’s employment fell 14 
percent in the 1970’s.

This was later to happen in Britain and 
other countries, the unions fought against 
containerisation, but eventually their battle 
was in vain.
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Box Clever: A Short History of Containers Part 2

STANDARDISATION

Containers were the talk of the transportation 
industry even by the late 1950’s. Ships were 
beginning to use them; truckers and rail 
companies were using them. The US army was 
using them, albeit small size ‘Conex’ boxes to 
ship soldiers’ family possessions to Europe. 
There was huge diversity, however. Every 
transporter wanted a container that suited 
his own purposes. Trailers, railcars, and ships 
were being built almost deliberately so as to be 
suitable for one type of container only.

This was becoming a huge barrier to progress. 
Someone had to cut the gordian knot and force 
standardisation. It fell somewhat surprisingly, 
to the United States Marine Administration to 
stop this anarchy. Marad, as it was commonly 
known, was an obscure US government 
agency, but it and a sister agency, the Federal 
Maritime Board wielded immense power.

They granted subsidies to build ships in US 
shipyards, ensured that government freight 
only travelled in US flagged ships, administered 
the Jones Act which required that only US 
ships, with US crews could carry goods 
between US ports. Marad realised that if 
there was no container standardisation, then 
financing a container ship could be a high risk if 
the owner went into liquidation, leaving Marad 
with ships that no one else could use.

The US Navy had a similar concern, US ships 
were subsidized by Marad in order that in the 
event of war, they could be commandeered by 
the navy, but a multiplicity of container types 
would make logistics worse, not better.

So, in June 1958, Marad formed two 
committees; one to recommend container 

sizes, the other to look at container 
construction.

No doubt eventually the market would drive 
the industry into standardisation, but Marad 
was not prepared to wait for that.

Already there were too many conflicting 
container lengths: Pan-Atlantic used 35 
foot long containers, because that was the 
maximum length usable in Newark; Matson 
could not use a 35 foot container for carrying 
canned pineapple, because it would be 
overweight, so opted for 25 feet. Grace Line 
was planning 17 foot containers, because of 
restrictions in Venezuela.

Unlike the railway ‘gauge war’ the disparity 
affected other modes of transportation, rail 
and road would be factors, as well as ships.

Marad’s committees’ first meetings in 
November 1958 were without the benefit of 
Pan-Atlantic and Matson’s expertise; neither 
company was seeking government subsidy so 
were not invited to give their experience to the 
process of setting standards for the industry 
which these two companies were creating!

Disagreement broke out almost immediately. 
The decision was taken to define a family of 
sizes, not just a single container size. 8 feet 
was chosen as the width, despite the known 
fact that some European railroads could not 
then accept cargo wider than 7 feet. 8 feet was 
to be the height, despite advice that 8.5 feet 
would allow fork lift trucks to enter containers.

Eventually the committee agreed that the 
containers should be no more than 8.5 feet 
high, but could be less.

Length was a tougher issue. A short container 
could be stacked on top of a longer one, 

however, the vertical strength came from 
reinforced corner posts; unless the longer 
container had posts along its length or a 
reinforced side panel, the shorter container 
would have one end poorly supported. 
Strengthening containers was technically 
possible, but increased the net weight of the 
container, reducing the available weight for 
cargo. The length question was deferred.

The construction committee became equally 
mired. It defined its task as to establish 
maximum weights for containers, as this 
affected both crane design, and the load which 
the bottom container in a stack could bear. 
The weight of empty container did not affect 
cranes, so they did not address it!

Various other important issues, such as the 
strength of comer posts, door designs and the 
all-important standardisation of corner fittings 
were also put off.

The two committees created by Marad were 
not alone, however. The American Standards 
Association, ASA (now ANSI) were also 
looking at container standardisation. In July 
1958 they formed Materials Handling Sectional 
Committee 5: MH5, to deal with containers.

As so often, MH5 in turn created 
subcommittees; their instructions were ‘permit 
optimum interchange among carriers and also 
be compatible with domestic pallet containers 
and foreign carriers’.

The MH5’s first act, not surprisingly was to 
request Marad to withdraw. The maritime 
industry should not be in the role of unilaterally 
drawing up standards MH5 argued. Marad 
refused to wait for the results of what was 
obviously going to be a decade long process of 
producing a global standard.
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Marad continued its work in parallel with MH5, 
several member sat on both committees.

MH5 decided that all pairs of lengths in use or 
planned would be ‘standard’, 12 and 24 feet; 
17 and 35 feet; 20 and 40 feet, only rejecting a 
proposal for 10 foot containers, as none were 
actually planned.

The MH5 committees were dominated by 
trailer manufacturers, haulage companies and 
railroads. These entities wanted a to come to 
a decision on containers sizes quickly, because 
the domestic USA market for containerisation 
was expected to grow rapidly.

They cared less about specifics, generally any 
reasonable size of container could be shipped 
by road or rail.

The maritime interests were greatly concerned 
about size. A ship laid out for 30 foot containers 
could not easily be converted to 40 foot. 
Cranes were also set for specific containers.

When the committee reviewed the proposal 
on lengths in April 1959, it was indecisive, the 
deciding vote was by Marad itself; it wanted a 
standard, any standard.

The decision was put to the test by the 
American-Hawaiian Steamship Company, 
which applied for support for a ship to carry 
30 foot containers. This was rejected by the 
Federal Maritime Board, as they could not 
approve federal mortgage insurance for a 
non-standard ship. American-Hawaiian asked 
the committee to make 30 foot containers 
‘standard’, this was rejected, and the ship was 
never built.

The other Marad committee dealing with 
container construction and fittings had a more 
peaceful existence. It came to conclusions 

about container design which are generally 
followed today.

•  Each container should be capable of carrying 
the weight of five loaded containers stacked  
on top.

•  The weight should be carried by corner posts, 
not the walls.

•  Containers should be lifted by spreader bars or 
hooks engaging the top corners.

•  Rings on top for lifting or slots underneath 
for fork lifts would be acceptable, but not 
mandatory.

Then another player entered the 
standardisation melee. The National Defense 
Transportation Association represented 
companies which handed military cargo, and  
it decided to study container dimensions.

By late summer of 1959 it had unanimously 
agreed that containers would be 20 or 40 
feet long, with a cross section of 8 feet by 
8 feet. It discarded the other lengths and 
the height of 8.5 feet proposed by MH5 and 
stated that these would not be acceptable for 
military cargo.

These ‘decisions’ were taken up by the ASA. 
Under its normal procedures, the February 
1959 proposal of six standards lengths would 
have been put to a mail ballot among all 
member organisations; it never took place,  
an internal battle began with the objective  
of changing the recommendations.

The dimensions subcommittee met on 16th 
September 1959 and its chairman; E.B. Ogden 
announced that they would be revisiting the 
question of container length. At that stage 
it was mentioned that all but two eastern 
states would permit 40 foot containers to be 
transported by road; in the west, some states 
would permit trucks to tow two trailers of 27 
foot length, so Ogden wanted a substandard of 
27 foot containers. This circle showed no sign 
of being broken.

At this point the chair of the entire MH5 
process stepped in, Herbert Hall had been 
an engineer with the Aluminium Company 
of America (ALCOA). he was less interested 
in the economics and benefits of containers, 
than in the beauty of mathematics. His belief 
that there should be a relationship between 
container lengths and that there should be a 
modular approach with a relationship between 
the length options and that the concept of 
preferred numbers was the answer.

In 1870 Charles Renard proposed a set of 
preferred numbers. His system was adopted in 
1952 as international standard ISO 3. Renard's 
system divides the interval from 1 to 10 into 5, 
10, 20, or 40 steps, leading to the R5, R10, R20 
and R40 scales, respectively. 

The denominations of most modern currencies, 
notably the euro and British pound, follow a 
1–2–5 series (1p, 2p, 5p, 10p etc). ISO 266, 
Acoustics – Preferred frequencies, defines two 
different series of audio frequencies for use 
in acoustical measurements. Both series are 
referred to the standard reference frequency 
of 1000 Hz, and use the R10 Renard series from 
ISO 3, with one using powers of 10, and the 
other related to the definition of the octave as 
the frequency ratio 1:2.

An example of such a regulation is the 
European Union directive on the volume of 
certain pre-packaged liquids (75/106/EEC). It 
restricts the list of allowed wine-bottle sizes to 
0.1, 0.25 (1⁄4), 0.375 (3⁄8), 0.5 (1⁄2), 0.75 (3⁄4), 
1, 1.5, 2, 3, and 5 litres. Similar lists exist for 
several other types of products.

I first came upon this in amateur radio in my 
youth, where resistors are in somewhat strange 
standard values, like 47 and 56.

Hall had science and logic on his side. A truck 
capable of carrying a 40 foot container could 
easily carry two 20 foot (in practice 20 foot 
containers are each slightly shorter than 20 
feet to permit this). Trains and ships should be 
able to carry combinations of 10, and 20 foot 
containers as well as one 40 foot.

Hall reminded the committee that any 
proposed standards would be peer reviewed 
by the ASA’s Standards Review Board, and he 
could see them being uncomfortable with the 
complexity proposed by others.

The committee promptly approved Hall’s 
concept, the proposed sizing standard and 
others on construction were sent out for 
member approval in late 1959.

This had huge implications for the transport 
industry: there was not a single container, ship, 
trailer, or railway wagon in existence which 
fitted into the system!

Sea-Land and Matson’s had a dilemma, 
either they wrote off their investments in 
containerisation, or they would essentially be 
barred from government shipping subsidies. fig 2
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Their competitors would be able to build 
‘standard’ containerships subsidised by their 
own government!

The 27 foot standard was defeated, but Hall’s 
concept was met with a lot of abstentions, 
none of the member organisations could agree 
on such a fundamental, but logical change.

Hall went for a revote. He posed only one 
question: should they establish nominal 
dimensions of 8 feet wide, 8 feet high and 
units of 10, 20, 30 and 40 feet long. The 30 
foot module had not been suggested by any 
of the sub-committees, but Hall included it 
to give a definite relationship between the 
lengths, there were many abstentions, no vote 
count was publicised, but Hall, as chairman 
considered that he had de-facto approval. 
On 14th April 1961 10, 20, 30 and 40 foot 
boxes were declared to be the only standard 
container sizes. 

This was only the first  
battle in the standards war!
The ASA suggested to the International 
Organisation for Standardisation (ISO) that they 
review container standardisation. ISO agreed 
and delegates from fifteen counties together 
with observers from fifteen more came to New 
York in September 1961 to start the process.

ISO’s practice, as now, was to decide how 
a product must perform, rather than how 

it should be made. This meant that ISO 
Technical Committee 104 (TC104) would 
focus on the interchangeability of containers, 
not on the materials of construction, thus 
avoiding the constant skirmish between 
proponents of steel or aluminium which  
had taken place within ASA.

TC104 established three sub committees 
and began the slow process of deciding their 
approach. The wrangling over container sizing 
which had dominated work in the ASA, was 
now repeated in ISO. There was little debate 
over container lengths at a technical level, but 
European railroads for example already had 
smaller containers, with volumes of 8 or 10 
cubic metres, as against the 72.5 cubic metres 
of a 40 foot container.

A compromise was struck, smaller containers 
would be recognised as ‘series 2’. In 1964 the 
smaller sizes, as well as the proposed 10, 20, 
30, and 40 foot ‘Series 1’ containers were 
formally released into ISO Standards.

Whilst the work on dimensions was in 
progress, other committees were investigating 
strengths and lifting requirements.

A series of problems arose with the locking 
devices which held containers together on 
a ship or held them onto a road trailer or 
a rail freight wagon. The eight corners of a 
container were fittings, cast with holes. The 
fittings themselves were welded to the corner 
posts and cross rails making up the container 

frame. The cast holes enabled the completed 
container to be secured.

So far, so good. The problem came with the 
locking devices which fitted into the holes. 
Pan-Atlantic, first in the game had applied for 
a patent on the system it had devised, this 
prevented anyone else using their system 
without a licence. This forced the other 
shipping lines to develop their own systems. 
The result was that this prevented the free 
interchange of containers as practiced today, 
there was an obvious need to agree a common 
fixing system, but all the shippers wanted their 
particular system, each knew that change 
would be costly, cheaper to argue!

Once again Herbert Hall of ALCOA stepped 
in to clear the logjam. He asked if any of the 
patented systems would be acceptable as 
a standard. A solution was proposed, since 
the Sea-Land fitting was working well with 
the world’s largest fleet of containers, why 
not use that one? Keith Tantlinger, by now 
Chief Engineer of Fruehauf Trailers was 
asked to approach Malcolm McLean. McLean 
had fallen out with MH5 when it failed to 
recognise his 35 foot container as a standard, 
so Tantlinger expected to be rebuffed. 
Not so, McLean recognised the benefit of 
common design stimulating containerisation 
growth. On 29th January 1963, Sea-Land 
released its patents, enabling MH5 to use 
them as the basis for a standard.

Agreement was not straightforward. Some 
manufacturers were still trying to justify their 
own products, shipping lines and railroads had 
started to move over to containers, and found 
they were offered an array of systems.

There was little consensus in the USA, and 
their delegates to the next ISO meeting 
in Germany in October 1964 were unable 
to table an agreed common design. They 
promoted the Sea-Land fitting, but no design 
was put to the vote.

Back in the USA, there was fierce commercial 
debate on the issue, in the end the Standards 
Review Board of ASA, despite the fact that 
MH5 was still discussing the fine details of 
corner fixings, came to a decision. On 11th 
September 1965 it approved a version of the 
Sea-Land fitting, just in time for the next ISO 
container committee meeting in The Hague.

The ISO members were offered two 
competing designs when they met, the Sea-
Land fitting and a British-American rival. The 
British backed down, realising that the Sea-
Land version was superior.

There was only one problem, ISO rules gave a 
four month approval period for changes to be 
considered. There was no design drawings of 
the prosed system. Remember there was no 
internet then, and all communications were 
by mail. The ISO committee agreed to waive 
the rules and a subcommittee of Tantlinger, 

Box Clever: A Short History of Containers Part 2
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Harland and Eugene Hinden of Strick Trailers 
was despatched to a factory in Utrecht where 
they sat with Dutch draftsmen for 48 hours 
non-stop to develop the required drawings.

On 24th September 1965, the committee 
approved the design as the ISO standard for 
container corner fixings. All seemed well, 
but they were ahead of the process; ISO had 
yet to decide what loads and stresses the 
corner fixings had to withstand. The relevant 
committee had yet to decide what the 
maximum container weights were to be!

Through 1966 engineers around the world 
manufactured fittings and found several 
shortcomings.

Eventually, a container was manufactured 
and tested; it failed, the lower fittings 
coming apart under excessive loads. TC104 
met in London in January 1967, reluctantly 
it concluded that the corner fittings it had 
approved two years earlier were inadequate 
for the duty. They agreed on the tests which 
the fittings would have to meet, and two 
engineers were sent to a room, together 
with their slide rules to redesign the fitting 
so it would meet the new requirements. 
Basically, the fittings would have to be 
manufactured from thicker steel. Once 
again, no existing fitting complied with  
the new design.

ISO approved the revised design at a meeting 
in Moscow in June 1967. The thousands of 
containers which had been manufactured in the 
intervening period had to have their  
fittings replaced, at a cost estimated to be in 
the millions of dollars.

The standardisation war continued; the 
economic benefit of the chosen range seemed 
to be elusive. Demand for 30 foot containers 
was low, virtually no 10 foot containers were 
being manufactured. Land carriers disliked 
the 20 foot, the larger the container, the more 
freight it could carry. Hall’s idea of having two 
20 foot containers in tandem proved difficult, 
if the containers were fully loaded, they would 
exceed many state highway weight regulations.

In practice, Sea-Land continued to use 35 
foot containers, as very often the full 40 foot 
container could not be filled completely, as 
it would be overweight. Matson for similar 
reasons, continued with 24 foot units.

When MH5 met in 1965 to consider all this, it 
agreed to increase container height to 8.5 feet, 
but split on the proposal to add further lengths 
to the standard. A revote the next year, did not 
resolve the split.

Sea-Land and Matson tried to involve the 
US Government, but Marad pointed out 
that virtually everyone else were using the 

standards, eventually Sea-Land and Matson 
withdrew.

There were two remaining issues, the position 
of airfreight was resolved by the realisation 
that this was a separate market, and the two 
requirements were not combined.

The railroads won their issue. Trains have 
strong braking and shunting loads; they won the 
battle for stronger containers end walls. Even in 
the late 60’s, it was estimated to add a hundred 
dollars to the manufacture of each container for 
this feature.

The market settled down. Leasing companies 
could finally feel confident in investing in 
containers and moved into this in a big way, 
soon owning more containers than the 
shipping lines.

The dream was realised, you could fill a 
container in Kansas City, and it could be 
shipped by a mixture of road, rail, and ship  
and arrive at a destination in Kuala Lumpur.

Fig 1 – Port of New York. 
Fig 2 – Container lock.

Part 3 continues in the next AMPS Issue
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Quarantine issues at work

WHAT ISSUES SHOULD EMPLOYERS CONSIDER 
WHEN AN EMPLOYEE HAS TO QUARANTINE 
WHEN RETURNING FROM OVERSEAS?
Guidance for employers when employees are required 
to isolate for 14 days after returning from abroad.

Although the requirement to self-
isolate for 14 days when returning from 
overseas was relaxed on 10 July 2020, it 
still applies to travel from countries not 
listed as exempt in the travel corridor.

If an employee must quarantine upon 
returning to England from a high-risk 
country, the position in respect of 
pay has presented a thorny issue for 
employers and the legal position is 
unclear. If a quarantined employee can 
work from home during their self-
isolation, they should continue to be 
paid as normal.

If they cannot work from home, the 
position in respect of pay is unclear. 
The case of North West Anglia NHS 
Foundation Trust -v- Gregg 2019, 
determined that if an employee is ready 
and willing to work, and the inability 
to work is the result of a third-party 
decision or external constraint (such as 
a requirement to quarantine) they ought 
to be entitled to their normal pay unless 
their contract states otherwise.

If an employee was aware in advance 
of the requirement to quarantine but 

decided to book a holiday anyway, 
it seems unlikely that this would be 
deemed to be a factor that they had no 
control over. Therefore, if an individual 
goes against their employer’s and 
the Government’s advice not to go 
on holiday to a specified country, this 
would be contrary to the parameters 
set within the Statutory Sick Pay (SSP) 
guidelines and they will be unlikely to  
be eligible to receive SSP.

However, it is unclear whether an 
employee is entitled to Statutory Sick 
Pay (SSP) in this situation and the 
updated guidance is silent on this issue.

It is possible that SSP entitlement is 
due under the incapacity provisions 
of regulation 2(1)(b) of the Statutory 
Sick Pay (SSP) Regulations. However, 
these provisions require that it is 
known or reasonably suspected that 
a person may have come into contact 
with a case of COVID-19, for the 
entitlement to SSP to arise. It is unlikely 
that merely travelling to a country, not 
on the exempt list would fall within 
this definition. As such, an employee 

is unlikely to be entitled to SSP, unless 
they or a member of their household 
are exhibiting symptoms of coronavirus. 
In those circumstances, the employee 
will be required to self-isolate under 
the Government’s ‘ordinary’ infection 
control provisions and will be entitled 
to SSP.

Where an employee has been on 
holiday, rather than being required to 
travel, they have arguably voluntarily 
accepted the risk and the requirement 
to self-isolate, and the Government 
has not committed to pay SSP in these 
circumstances yet.

The Government has stated in its 
guidance that employers should 
think carefully before dismissing an 
employee because they cannot work 
due to self-imposed isolation. Dismissal 
should be treated as a last resort and 
employers should consider alternative 
arrangements first, such as agreeing 
with employees to take annual leave  
or unpaid leave.

With this in mind, it is important for all 
employers to communicate in advance 
with their staff about travel abroad and 
the expectations of staff during this 
unprecedented situation. This should 
include outlining circumstances that 
could give rise to disciplinary action, 
such as a failure to notify an employer 
of travel abroad which will require a 
period of quarantine and guidance on 
any contractual sick pay. For staff in 
critical roles, employers may wish to 
state that this would be deemed to be 
gross misconduct if their absence has a 
significant impact on the running of the 
organisation.

It remains to be seen whether the 
Government will provide further 
clarity in relation to SSP in these 
circumstances.

For further information visit  
flintbishop.co.uk
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IPU Fuel Cloud Monitoring 

WHY CLOUD-BASED MONITORING?
It’s often the case that sites are huge, or you’re responsible for 
looking after several of them. It’s impossible to be in several places at 
the same time and oversee every piece of equipment. That’s where 
cloud monitoring technology comes into play. Facilities Management 
companies can (and do) rely on this technology to remotely alert  
them to:

• Quality of incoming fuel deliveries

•  Sudden increase in contamination and water content

• Pump starvation / flow loss

• Pressure increases

• Specific & common fault warnings

It’s well known that on occasions the quality of fuel being delivered 
to site can vary, even though new fuel should equate with clean fuel. 
However, this is not always the case and Cloud Monitoring technology 
can send an alert if fuel quality is not up to standard, avoiding the risk  
of running your engines on dirty fuel.

Cloud based technology is not just the latest ‘fad’ – it is the future. 
Global cloud-based spending is forecast to reach over £450 billion in 
2020. The ability to view data from anywhere in the world will soon 
become the norm. That’s why cloud-based fuel management, and 
cloud-based technology fitted on to fuel polishing units should be the 
new standard. 

WHAT BENEFITS CAN CLOUD INTEGRATION 
OFFER?
•  Remote monitoring of system parameters with set alarm triggers: 

P,T,Q etc

•  Advance notification for service scheduling/filter blockage

• Fault diagnosis in advance of downtime

• Trend fuel cleanliness in real-time

•  Alert to contaminated in-coming fuel deliveries

• Advanced notification of fuel deterioration

•  Minimise site disruption with only necessary visits,  
and with the right equipment

CLOUD REAL-TIME FUEL MONITORING –  
IT’S IPU’S FUTURE
IPU are proud to announce the brand-new Cloud Based Fuel 
Monitoring Solution as the latest item in their portfolio.

The significant advantages this offers to their customers makes it IPU’s 
most exciting development in 2020, maintaining company values in 
offering the very best products and in leading the way for the new 
‘standard’ in fuel polishing.

IPU are now able to provide site operators with the critical connectivity 
and insight into the condition of stored fuels that they need. Perfect for 
the power generation, fuel management and critical uptime sectors, this 
latest innovation is a significant advancement compared to existing fuel 
condition monitoring portals.

CLOUD MONITORING IN PRACTICE
IPU recently installed a fuel polishing system at a critical,  
unmanned facility.

The operators, based over 300 miles from site, needed to monitor fuel 
cleanliness remotely and in-real time.

They installed the required calibrated sensors and then integrated these 
into their Cloud portal, giving the customer current, accurate, secure 
and confidential data.

By monitoring these essential parameters, the following could be 
controlled:

• The quality of incoming fuel deliveries

• Fluctuations in fuel quality over time

• Scheduled servicing and maintenance.

The customer also managed to save over £250k last year alone, by 
implementing remote monitoring into their Fuel Management systems.

If you want to learn more about implementing cloud monitoring into 
your application visit:  
www.ipu.co.uk/products/cloud-based-fuel-monitoring

CLOUD-BASED MONITORING –  
THE VIRTUAL BENEFITS
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LI-ION BATTERY STORAGE
DIESEL GENERATORS
SUBSTATIONS HV/LV

ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION
SIMPLE COMPLIANT GREEN ECONOMIC EFFECTIVE

FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEMS

FirePro  is  neither  a  gas  or  water  stored  under  pressure,  i t  is  a  ful ly  compliant ,  LPCB

cert i f icated  condensed  aerosol  f i re  suppression  technology.  i t 's  instal led  within  the  r isk,

without  cyl inders  or  pipes.  Our  network  of  3rd  party  accredited  f i re  systems  special ists

across  the  UK  & I reland  are  t rained  to  design,  supply,  instal l ,  commission  & maintain.

FirePro  may  be  used  for  retrof i t  of  obsolete  Co2  systems,  or  enclosures  that  repeatedly

fai l  pressure  test ing.  These  are  just  a  few  of  our  instal lat ions.  Contact  us  to  learn  more.

www.fireprouk . c om       +44 (0 )  8000 3143333       sales@fireprouk.com
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Case Study

Fire suppression systems engineering for the power 
generation and storage industries has remained static for 
well over 40 years now. Pressurised Co2, then Halon 1301, 
and now blended inert gasses, (or water) systems have been 
the norm. Originally agents such as Halon had a very high 
environmental impact, and all pressurised systems today 
require sacrificial (valuable) cylinder footprint space, complex 
hydraulic calculations, distribution pipework to deliver the 
agent into the risk, over pressure venting requirements to 
save damage to the enclosure infrastructure on discharge 
and a mandatory cylinder pressure testing every ten years to 
comply with PED regulations. 

Tony Hanley, is MD of FirePro UK, and AMPS member business. 
Tony’s background is fire systems engineering and originally formed 
Titan Fire & Security in 1986. “I was always seeking both innovation 
and differentiation, in our product offering, and in 2011 at Intersec 
trade show in Dubai, we found the FirePro product”. FirePro is a 
condensed aerosol fire suppression technology which is neither a gas 
or water, it is a potassium based solid that changes to a particulate 
when electrically charged. Tony explains, “although at that time 
FirePro had gained listings from UL, KIWA & BSI, we knew that 
without LPCB certification our chances of acceptance in the UK 
market were decidedly slim”. We did however install FirePro as an 
acceptable alternative where the required gas suppression systems 
either had technical issues that were either expensive or protracted 
to overcome, hence we learnt all about FirePro and its applications. 
The manufacturer listened and committed to achieving LPCB product 
certification in 2014, which was the springboard that allowed Tony 

to see the acquisition of the Titan business by Marlowe PLC, and the 
formation of what is now the FirePro UK business, as the Master 
Distributor for UK & Ireland.

The coveted LPCB certification was awarded in 2018, and today, 
FirePro UK supplies and technically supports some 40 independent 
trained fire systems engineering specialist business’s that design, 
supply, install, commission and maintain the FirePro product. FirePro 
UK is also appointed by FGD flame & gas detection of USA also 
Securiton of Switzerland for smart fire detection products for high 
risk environments. 

So what's different about FirePro? Its simple, it is an all electrical 
system. There are no pipes, cylinders, or over pressure venting.  
The product is certified for a 15 year lifespan with minimal 
maintenance. The technology has a far higher tolerance to 
enclosures with poor or failed room integrity testing. Speed of 
installation, (or re-deployment) is faster, and both CAPex and 
OPex costs are considerably lower. FirePro is also a certified green 
product with zero harmful emmissions. 

We work with well known consultants such as WSP, OFR, MEIT and 
others to serve clients such as UKPN, Scottish Power, RES, TRIG,  
and others. The FirePro product is accepted fire suppression for 
diesel generator enclosures, HV/LV rooms, substations, and Li-Ion 
storage facilities, and more. 

FirePro UK are proud member of the AMPS community, and believe 
our offering clearly delivers competitive advantage for fellow AMPS 
members also the wider community, in reliably providing fire systems 
technology that detects, warns and suppresses fire.

For more information – please get in touch:  
www.fireprouk.com  
sales@fireprouk.com 08000 314333

FIRE SUPPRESSION –  
SOLUTIONS FOR A 
BURNING ISSUE
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FIREPRO – "PRECISELY THE 
RIGHT APPLICATION"
The Tottenham Hotspur Stadium is a 
£850M development in north London, 
and home to premiership football club, 
Tottenham Hotspur. The new stadium 
is one of the most technologically 
advanced stadiums in the world with a 
capacity of 62,303, and unique as there 
are two pitches, one for football and 
one to host NFL American Football. 
Protection for stadium back up power 
is vital.

Four new substations deliver power to 
the stadium and provide a high level of 
resilience, which is backed by two CAT 
diesel generators that are required to 
operate on each and every match occasion. 
The stadium power switchgear comprises 
of over 55 sub distribution boards and 
over 680 distribution boards. demands for 
power include for a data centre, ticketing, 
boilers, chillers, pitch automation, DALI 
lighting system, also 2,300 special lights that 
enable the grass to grow whilst the football 
pitch is retracted under the stadium.

Knox Fire were employed to provide the 
automatic fire detection and fire suppression 

system, and were able to make the case 
for the numerous unique advantages for 
the FirePro fire suppression product. 
The installation and commissioning was 
completed within 14 days.

Knox Fire joined as a FirePro distribution 
partner in 2017, and have since undertaken 
numerous FirePro system installations. 
During the stadium design phase, Knox 
were requested to provide competitive 
proposals for a suitable fire suppression 
system solution to protect the two diesel 
generator rooms, naturally FirePro was 
the first choice, and after demonstrating 
fitness for purpose to the professional team, 
received the order to design, supply, install, 
commission, hand over and maintain two 
new FirePro suppression systems.

In addition to the stand alone systems, there 
was a requirement for interfaces from the 
fire suppression systems to signal various 
plant, BMS, fire alarms and the like, all in 
accordance with the premises fire strategy. 
This was easily achieved with the Kentex 
Sigma XT control and indicator panels that 
formed part of the system.

If you would like to learn more about FirePro, 
or contact the system installer for this project, 
please visit us at www.fireprouk.com 

Project 
Tottenham Hotspur Football Club 
– FirePro Fire Suppression System

Challenges 
Effective & efficient fire 
suppression of key assets, namely 
2 x CAT diesel generators that are 
required to operate on each and 
every match occasion.

Client Comment 
“We continue to use 
FirePro as an alternate 
to pressurised gas for a 
number of positive reasons, 
when the application is 
right. This was precisely  
the right application”

Knox Fire MD Guy Briscoe

Case Study
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Why join AMPS?

WHY JOIN AMPS? 
As a company why do you join trade associations? Is it the badge? Is it for networking? Perhaps 
for technical advice? We think it's all of these, and have listed the main benefits that AMPS can 
offer you as a member.

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF BEING AN AMPS 
MEMBER?
AMPS  is a widely recognised professional trade body for the UK 

genset and associated products.

AMPS  members can display the industry badge demonstrating they 
are members of the UK trade association.

AMPS  represent our industry with major regulatory bodies such as 
Ofgem, BEIS, DEFRA, EA etc. 

AMPS  facilitate Lobbying for the industry at Government level.

AMPS  being a founder member of Europgen, facilitate lobbying at 
EU Parliament and Commission level.

AMPS  engage with other associated trade bodies such as BEIS, 
DTI, ACE, ade, i-Power e, ECA, EIA, EIC, CEA, CPA,  
UKTi etc. 

AMPS  facilitate sharing of best practice. 

AMPS  Council guide and make key decisions on behalf of the 
Association’s membership. 

AMPS  Technical Committee (TC) is at the forefront of industry 
knowledge sharing technical expertise with our members.

The TC offers guidance / advice to AMPS members on technical 
matters.

The TC provides regular updates and monthly newsletters.

The TC Leads on regulation and legislation to change policy and 
provides guidance on issues such as Emissions (Noise, Exhaust, 
Radio interference etc), Changes to fuel composition (Diesel or  
Gas blending etc) Grid Codes, Compliance, through its reputation 
and influence at Government level.

Technical visits to member (and non-member) companies by 
arrangement.

AMPS MEMBERSHIP OFFERS: 
•  Invitation to national networking events (resuming in 2021)

•  Invitation to Parliamentary day (July 2021)

•  Access into other market sectors

•  Free entry to nomination in the Annual awards 

•  Networking opportunities to make, create and build business 
relationships

•  Charity fund raising events including annual Golf Day, Race days 
etc.

•  Access to discounted Power Gen statistics

•  Attendance at UK, European and International Trade shows and 
Conferences (utilising our AMPS Association stands as a base ie. 
Executive Hire Show, Data Centre World, Middle East Electricity, 
Power-Gen International etc.) 

•  CPD Accreditation conferences 

•  Representing all associated technologies and markets, 
Construction, Rental, Telecoms, Data Centres, Water, Hydrogen, 
Batteries, Utilities, Combined Heat Power and Cooling.

•  Insight to emerging technologies thereby offering members 
potential opportunities rather than threats from potentially 
disruptive and/or destructive technologies

•  Training opportunities through referral and assisting members to 
connect

•  At least one free extensive focus and editorial profile for the 
member business within the magazine and social media, shared 
with all member companies and other associates

•  Liaison with universities and focus on aligning with new and 
developing technologies

•  Assistance in inward investment applications, referral for business 
support

•  An ear and support for impending BREXIT implications and a 
steer on what net effects it may have on our sector

•  UKTI liaison. Trade missions and similar

•  Support and liaison with environmental studies and impacts

•  Involvement in diversity programmes

•  STEM programs working with schools and colleges

•  Volunteering groups and program

•  Forum for benchmarking and sharing best practice 

•  Forum for advice and discussion on all business-related subjects 
(HR, insurance, training, etc.)

•  Championing UK manufacturing and services

Now with an experienced and dedicated Secretariat and 
Marketing team under the guidance of the AMPS council 
looking after the day to day needs of the Association including:

•  Personal service and access to daily contact

•  Large database of contacts, engineers, consultants, and 
companies – which is continually expanding in the interests of the 
Association/membership

•  Government links

•  Company listing and logo with detailed profile on AMPS website

•  AMPS Power Magazine 

•  Magazine links with UK Power News, WiP, Middle East, Asia, 
Africa, USA 

•  All members receive annual diary/directory with the opportunity 
for advertising or sponsorship
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As we ease or way through the pandemic 
restrictions that challenge our businesses daily 
the short-term outlook for the economy is not 
good.
Additionally, our industry will have to meet with 
a myriad of demands as companies navigate their 
way to a greener future for all.
As Chairman I recognise that the next 12 months will be extremely 
difficult for members, their employee’s and everyone connected 
with their individual businesses. 

That is why, at AMPS we took steps to protect our interests going 
forward. As soon as the lockdown started and the potential impact 
became apparent we made key decisions. 

• Postponed all 2020 events to 2021 
• Changed secretariats (£15k saving)
• Reviewed all expenditure 
• Ensured priority work continued.

All the above has guaranteed that all 2021 membership 
subscriptions can be frozen at 2020 levels. 

The membership fees are of importance for the future of AMPS 
however it is important that we support all our members in these 
challenging times. 

Additionally I believe it is important to communicate the above 
at this time so that we retain as many members as possible 
throughout 2020 & 2021.

I am sure the above will be welcomed by you and your organisation 
however If you do have any queries please do not hesitate to 
contact myself at paul.aitken@amps.org.uk,  
Richard Teasdale at richard.teasdale@amps.org.uk or  
Suzanne Hugill from ASL at suzanne.hugill@amps.org.uk.

Kind regards

Paul Aitken, Chairman

PRICES HELD FROM 2019
2021 AMPS Annual Conference (22/04/2021)
Tickets are £175+VAT pp or £1650+VAT for a table of 10

2021 AMPS Annual Awards (06/10/2021)
Tickets are £175+VAT pp or £1650+VAT for a table of 10

Parliamentary Day (July 2021) Further information to follow

Charity Golf Day (June 2021) Further information to follow

Race Day (Aug 2021) – Further information to follow

Regional Meetings – FREE. Dates and locations to be confirmed.

AMPS SPONSORSHIP AND ADVERTISING 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR 2021
Raise your company profile at AMPS events. Sponsorship packages 
available for Awards,Conference speakers, prizes, drinks, etc. 

Advertise in the AMPS Jargon Buster.

Please contact Richard at richard.teasdale@amps.org.uk for 
further information.

MEMBERSHIP SUBSCRIPTIONS FROZEN FOR 2021

PLANNED AMPS EVENTS 2021

Subscriptions/events



AMPS COUNCIL

THE RIGHT HONOURABLE  
EARL OF SHREWSBURY,  
CHARLES CHETWYND-TALBOT
President, AMPS

PAUL AITKEN
Chairman 
Genovate Power Solutions

RICHARD TEASDALE
Vice President 
AMPS

RICHARD A COLLMAN
Council Member 
Acoustical Control Engineers

PAUL WEBSTER
Council Member 
Atlas Copco

ALAN BEECH
Council Member 
Clarke Energy

CHRIS CALDWELL
Council Member 
Crestchic

CARLOS VICENTE
Council Member 
Eminox Ltd

STEPHEN MCKINTY
Council Member 
FG Wilson

VINCE MCCARRY
Council Member 
Fuel Storage Solutions

PAUL CAMPBELL
Council Member 
Industrial Power Systems  
(INDPS)

ROBERT BEEBEE
Council Member 
IPU Group

ANDREW BELL
Council Member 
Mecc Alte UK

KARL SULLIVAN
Council Member 
Optimum Power Services

EREN MURAT EMRE
Council Member 
Teksan UK

DEAN MANSELL
Council Member 
Turner EPS  
(Mitchell Power Systems)

RICCARDO SARDELLI
Council Member 
Volvo Group

From the volunteers donating their precious time  
to AMPS to paid staff, a lot of hard work goes  

into ensuring our members benefit from the  
best possible representation, service and support.

If you're interested in joining the Council or Technical 
Committee, or just have some ideas or feedback you'd 

like to share, please don't hesitate to get in touch.

MEET THE AMPS TEAM
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The AMPS Team

THE TECHNICAL COMMITTEE

BERNARD GOSPEL  
Technical Secretary  
of AMPS

John Ahern – IPU

Stan Archer – Honorary Member 

Paul Blything – Eagle Generators

John Broderick – Aggreko

Paul Campbell – Industrial Power  
Systems Ltd

Peter Clifton – Leroy Somer

Richard A Collman – Acoustical Control 
Engineers Ltd & Technical Committee Vice 
Chairman

Jerry Dowdall – Cummins Generator 
Technologies

Jean-Michel Geiller – Kohler – SDMO  
& Secretary General of Europgen

Sudharsana Govindaswami –  
Cummins Power Systems

Andrew Greer – NOx Tech Ltd &  
Technical Committee Chairman

Stuart Hawkins – Cummins Generator 
Technologies

Steven Jephcott – JCB Power Products Ltd

Alex Lambert – MTU

John Lawson – Caterpillar (NI) Ltd

Richard J Payne – Cummins Generator 
Technologies

David Petty – Centrax

Richard Teasdale – AMPS Vice President

Jonas Vleeschouwer – Recticel NV

Ian Wassman – IPU Group

Steve Wells – Mecc Alte UK
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AMPS MEMBERS: LOCATION MAP*

AMPS Members Map

1 ABB Ltd   global.abb/group/en

2 Ability Power Limited   www.abilitypower.co.uk

3 AC Automation   ac-automation.co.uk

4 Acoustical Control Engineers Ltd   www.acoustical.co.uk

5 Addicott Electrics Ltd   hwww.addicottelectricsltd.co.uk

6 Advanced Diesel Engineering Ltd   www.adeltd.co.uk

7 Aggreko UK Ltd   www.aggreko.com/en-gb

8 Agriemach Limited   www.agriemach.com

9 AJ Power Limited   ajpower.net

10 AKG UK Ltd   www.akg-uk.co.uk

11 AKSA International UK Ltd   www.aksauk.com

12 Allcool London Ltd   www.allcool.co.uk

13 AMPS   www.amps.org.uk

14  Atlas Copco Ltd   www.atlascopco.com/en-uk

15 AVK | SEG (UK) Ltd   www.avk-seg.co.uk

16 Baumuller (UK) Ltd.   www.baumueller-services.com/uk

17 Brinkmann & Niemeijer Moteren   brinkmann-niemeijer.nl/en

18  Burtonwood Generator & Switchgear Services Ltd   www.burtonwoodgroup.com

19 Cabel UK Ltd   cabeluk.com

20 Centrax Limited   centraxgt.com

21 Clarke Energy   www.clarke-energy.com/uk

22 ComAp a.s.   www.comap-control.com

23 Controllis Ltd   www.controllis.com

24 Covrad Heat Transfer Ltd   www.apiheattransfer.com

25  Craggs Environmental Ltd   www.craggsenvironmental.co.uk

26 Crestchic Ltd   www.crestchic.co.uk

27 Cummins Generator Technologies   www.cumminsgeneratortechnologies.com

28 Dale Power Solutions   www.dalepowersolutions.com

29 DDGC Limited   generatorpowersystems.co.uk

30 DDSL LTD   www.ddsl.eu

31 DTGen   www.dtgen.co.uk

32 DURR Universal   www.durr-universal.com/en

33 Eagle Generators Ltd   dieselgenerators.com

34 EF Engineering Ltd   www.ef-engineering.co.uk

35 Eminox Ltd   eminox.com

36 Energyst Rental Solutions   www.energyst.com

37 Engineering Electrics Ltd   engineeringelectrics.co.uk

38 Enrogen Ltd   www.enrogen.com

39 E-TEC Power Management Limited   gb.e-tecpowerman.com

40 F G Wilson   www.fgwilson.com/en_GB.html

41  Finning (UK) Ltd  www.finning.com

42 FirePro UK Ltd   www.fireprouk.com

43 Fleetsolve   www.fleetsolve.com

44 Fozmula Ltd   www.fozmula.com

45 Fuel Storage Solutions Ltd   www.fuelstoragesolutions.co.uk

46 G&M TEX Ltd    gmtex.co.uk

47 GBE UK Limited   www.gbeuk.co.uk

48 Generator Power Limited   www.generator-power.co.uk

49 Generator Solutions   www.generatorsolutions.no/index.php/en

50 Genny Hire Ltd   www.gennyhire.com

51 Genovate Power Solutions   www.genovatepowersolutions.com

52 Genpart (UK) Ltd   www.genpart.co.uk

53 Genpower Ltd   genpower.co.uk

54 GMI Power Solutions Ltd   www.gmipower.co.uk

55 Haines Watts Ass.   www.hwca.com

56 Harrington Generators International Ltd   hgigenerators.com

57 Himoinsa Power Solutions Ltd   www.himoinsa.com

58 HMS Industrial Networks   www.hms-networks.com

59 Hotstart UK   www.hotstart.com/

60 HYDAC Technology Ltd   www.hydac.com/uk-en/start.html

61 ide Systems Ltd   idesystems.co.uk

62 Industrial Power Generation Ltd   www.generator.co.uk

63 Industrial Power Systems Ltd   www.indps.co.uk

64 Ingram Installations Ltd   www.ingramgenerators.co.uk

65 IPU Group   www.ipu.co.uk

66 JCB Power Products Limited   www.jcb.com/en-gb/products/generators

67 Jenelec (Europe) Ltd   www.jenelec.com

68 John F Hunt Power Limited   www.johnfhuntpower.co.uk

69 Kale Auto Radiator   www.kaleoto.com.tr/eng/default.asp

70 KJM Electrical Ltd   www.kjm-electrical.co.uk

71 Kohler SDMO   www.kohler-sdmo.com/EN

72 KTR UK Ltd   www.ktr.com/uk

73 Ledbury Welding & Engineering   www.lweltd.co.uk

74  Leroy-Somer Nidec Industrial Automation UK Ltd)  
acim.nidec.com/generators/leroy-somer

75 Loadgen Ltd   loadgen.co.uk

76 Marathon Electric   www.amps.org.uk/marathon-electric

77 Marelli UK Limited   www.marellimotori.com

78 Mather and Stuart   www.sunbeltrentals.co.uk/temporary-landing/mather-stuart

79 Mecc Alte (UK) Ltd   www.meccalte.com/tpl-index.php

80 MEMS Power Generation   www.mems.com

81 Miratech Group   miratechcorp.com

82 MSP Technologies Ltd   www.multisourcepower.com

83 MTU UK Limited   www.mtu-solutions.com/eu/en.regionselect.html

84 Myrak Ltd   myrak.com

85 N.J. Froment and Company Ltd   www.froment.co.uk/landing.html

86 NJB Generators   www.njbgenerators.co.uk

87 NOxProtekt Ltd   www.amps.org.uk/noxprotekt-ltd

88 Optimum Power Services   www.optimumpowerservices.com

89 P & I Generators Ltd   www.pandigroup.co.uk

90  Parker Hannifin, Racor Filter Division Europe    
www.parker.com/portal/site/PARKERmenuitem

91 PE Generators   powerelectrics.com

92 PFS Fueltec Ltd   www.pfsfueltec.com

93 Piller Power Systems   www.piller.com/en-GB

94 Power Control and Automation Solutions Ltd   pcasltd.com

95 Powerhire   www.powerhire.uk.com

96 Powersource Projects Ltd   www.power-source-pro.co.uk

97 Powertecnique Limited   www.powertecnique.com

98 Precision Controls Ltd   www.precisioncontrols.co.uk   

99 Punch Flybrid Ltd   punchflybrid.com

100 Recticel Ltd   www.recticel.com/index.html

101  Reich Drive Systems UK Ltd    
www.reich-kupplungen.com/en/branches/reich-drive-systems-uk-ltd

102 Scania GB Limited   www.scania.com/uk/en/home.html

103 Sound Proof Systems B.V.   soundproofsystems.com/en

104 Standby Power Generation UK Ltd   www.standbypowergeneration.co.uk

105 Standby Power Solutions Ltd   www.standbypowersolutions.co.uk

106 T7 Design Ltd   www.t7design.co.uk/

107 Tarplett Generator Services Ltd   www.tarplettgenerators.co.uk

108 Technical Acoustic Solutions Ltd   www.technicalacoustics.co.uk

109 Teddington Appliance Controls Ltd   www.teddingtonsystems.co.uk

110 Teksan UK   www.teksanuk.com/en/uk

111 Telemisis Ltd   www.telemisis.com

112 Temporary Power Solutions   www.temporarypowersolutions.co.uk

113 Turner Engine Powered Services Ltd   turner-eps.co.uk

114 TVR Instruments Ltd   www.tvri.co.uk

115 Volvo Penta   www.volvopenta.com

116 Wakefield Acoustics Ltd   www.wakefieldacoustics.co.uk

117 Wallace Power Services Ltd   wallacepower.co.uk

118 Wardpower (Sheaf Power Ltd)   www.wardpower.co.uk

119 WB Power Services Ltd   

120 WEG Electric Motors UK Ltd   www.weg.net

121 Wernick Power Solutions Ltd.   www.wernick.co.uk/power

122 Western Tydens   www.westerntydens.com

123 Weston Body Hardware   www.westonbodyhardware.com

124 Woodlands Generators (Worcestershire) Ltd   www.woodlands-generators.com

125 Woodward GmbH   www.woodward.com/home

126 Preheat Engineering   www.preheat.co.uk

*AMPS membership at time of going to print.
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AGRIEMACH NOx 
REDUCTION AT BATTERSEA 
POWER STATION
The Agriemach NOxMASTER™ Selective Catalytic Reduction 
Systems were chosen for the new CHP plant at Battersea 
Power Station. The Agriemach emissions team were asked  
to provide NOx reduction down to 95mg/Nm3@5%O2 for this 
4MWe plant consisting of 2x Jenbacher 612 CHP’s.

Agriemach Project Manager Colin Pullen states; “What an iconic site 
to walk through. Some of the architecture from the original Power 
Station has been restored and it is magnificent. It is an honour to have 
our SCR systems operating here and reducing the NOx emissions 
from these generators.”

Agriemach were asked to design a solution to meet the low 
backpressure requirement while still engineering a bespoke design  
to fit within the Energy Centre space constraints.

Agriemach are Number One for Bespoke Selective Catalytic 
Reduction Systems in the UK, boasting the longest reference list  
and incredibly high reduction rates where required. No application 
is the same; all of our systems are bespoke and designed around 
customer/application needs.

To discuss your requirements or to request a copy of our reference 
list, please email info@agriemach.com or call +44 (0) 1342 713743 
or visit our dedicated SCR product page via our website  
www.agriemach.com/p1848-scr-selective-catalytic-reduction-
systems 

Please also feel free to request a “Product Training Day” at our 
Training Centre in Uckfield, East Sussex, where our Emissions 
Specialist team would be more than happy to present you with  
our Award Winning Technology.

www.agriemach.com

Case Study

www.amps.org.uk28
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Case Study

Our planet is changing. We are aware of the impact we have and the decisions we make which affect the world we 

hand over to our children and future generations. We need to show our commitment to true innovation for a better 

world, by not always putting profit first. Imagination is one of the greatest assets we have and, when we lead with 

it, we can solve problems which seem too great to overcome. Imagination is a force for good that should drive our 

direction in finding every possible way to reduce our consumption and impact.

 

Innovation isn’t about being the best. It’s about us being better.

F O R  F U R T H E R  I N F O R M A T I O N  V I S I T  W W W . M E C C A L T E . C O M  

THE BIRTHPLACE OF 
INNOVATION IS IMAGINATION.

MAU5148 Mecc Alte - World in Power - Tree Boy - A4.indd   1MAU5148 Mecc Alte - World in Power - Tree Boy - A4.indd   1 14/02/2020   13:1014/02/2020   13:10
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TVR Instruments Limited
143 Butt Road, Colchester
CO3 3DP Essex
United Kingdominstruments ltd

Tel: +44 (0) 1206 575755 
Email: sales@tvri.co.uk  www.tvri.co.uk        

Measuring, Power & Protection Solutions
for the LVD Distribution & Panel Building Industry

TVR Instruments supplies a range of instrumentation 
devices for use in LV systems as well as Battery 
Chargers, Power Supplies and DC UPS to support  
DC Networks. The range of protection devices we
supply cover Loss of Mains G99/G98, Temperature, 
Frequency, Phase Sequence and many more.

Multifunction Meters  |  CTs, VTs and Shunts  |  Transducers  |  Energy Meters - MID
Bargraphs  |  Earth Leakage Relays  |  Protection Relays  |  Battery Chargers  |  Power Supplies 

DC UPS  |  Generator Controllers  |  Remote Monitoring  |  Ventilation Control



New Members

T7Design was formed in 2009 and began operating out of the 
family home, armed with no long-term business plan apart 
from willpower and enthusiasm. The business has since grown 
to a professionally run company operating from an ever-
expanding distribution warehouse. 

Looking back, those were the days of little to no overheads and most 
importantly, no stress! A lesson quickly learnt was that excellent 
customer service, punctuality, competitive prices and inventory on 
hand were the winning formula to happy customers and a successful 
business; these ideas are the core values at the heart of the business 
and always will be.

Since the early days, the business has discovered its niche and now 
offers a wide variety of heating, cooling and ventilation equipment to 
all manners of industries and private individuals. The range is always 
expanding, and T7Design hope to eventually cover all areas, whether 
that be supplying other manufacturers equipment to cover a demand 
or manufacture their own goods.

T7Design are exclusive UK distributors and servicing agents for 
a growing number of key brands around the world. They sell and 
handle technical enquiries for the following companies: AutoClima, 
Calix, Phillips & Temro Industries, Siroco.

T7Design Ltd develop and distribute innovative HVAC, cooling and 
ventilation products for Automotive, Commercial, Utility, Recreational 
& Emergency Vehicle markets. Their enthusiasm for designing the 
best products, coupled with ‘in house’ product development and 
manufacture allow them to produce high quality and cost-effective 
solutions for your HVAC requirements.

For more information visit www.t7design.co.uk

LOOKING BACK,  
THOSE WERE THE DAYS 
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TVR Instruments Limited
143 Butt Road, Colchester
CO3 3DP Essex
United Kingdominstruments ltd

Tel: +44 (0) 1206 575755 
Email: sales@tvri.co.uk  www.tvri.co.uk        

Measuring, Power & Protection Solutions
for the LVD Distribution & Panel Building Industry

TVR Instruments supplies a range of instrumentation 
devices for use in LV systems as well as Battery 
Chargers, Power Supplies and DC UPS to support  
DC Networks. The range of protection devices we
supply cover Loss of Mains G99/G98, Temperature, 
Frequency, Phase Sequence and many more.

Multifunction Meters  |  CTs, VTs and Shunts  |  Transducers  |  Energy Meters - MID
Bargraphs  |  Earth Leakage Relays  |  Protection Relays  |  Battery Chargers  |  Power Supplies 

DC UPS  |  Generator Controllers  |  Remote Monitoring  |  Ventilation Control
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Member News

POWERGEN SOLUTIONS
Supporting critical power and backup
power generation systems

HYDAC draws from over 55 years of engineering expertise and system know how to provide the best
possible components, technologies, systems and solutions. With a solid background within Power Generation
Industries, Hydac offers an impressive portfolio of products and services that support the requirement of
modern Generator Sets to include:

Mobile Filtration
Perfect for lube oil replenishment, servicing
and filling. Fluid analysis services are also available.

Hydraulic Power Units &
Sub-Systems

Aftertreatment
Ad-blue pumping systems 
   

Air Blast Cooling Solutions
Integrated In-Container or Roof Mounted (Remote)
Multi-circuit JW-HT, SCAC-LT, ATAAC and Diesel Fuel.
Variable speed drive technology through electronic control
for energy efficiency and sound level optimisation. Hydraulic
drive systems also available.   

Accumulator Technology
Pulsation Dampeners for Fuel Systems
Fuel system Pulsation Dampers in place to
protect all sensitive fuel injection components
and prevent potential fuel supply line failure,
available in materials to suit all fuels at all
temperatures with sizes from 0.075 litre.

Fuel Filtration
Diesel Filtration Technology
HYDAC has developed diesel filters for leading engine and
machine manufacturers for many years. Our innovative
Biomicron® filter element technology protects itself from
microbial growth, such as diesel pest, and maintains the
entire fuel system including the tank.

Gas Filtration Technology
Particle removal, moisture removal, high pressure & low
pressure applications, working filters & guard filters. Filters
range from one micron upwards, and up to 99% moisture
removal. Alternative separation technologies also include:
traditional demister pads & unique cyclone separation units
for water and moisture removal.  

Oil Mist
Separators

Heat Exchangers
Water to Water &
Water to Air Heat Exchangers
- Combined Heat and Power for energy recovery.
- Remote heat exchanger kits. 
   

Electronics
Controls, Sensors, Valves & Condition Monitoring
 
   

Mounting Technology
Clamps & Accessories
Bespoke and standardised clamping for pipework, cables
and hoses, custom rail designs.   

For more information contact your local HYDAC
representatives or find us online:

Paul Bryan - Cooling Division

paul.bryan@hydac.co.uk

+44 (0) 7785 515 113 

Danny Bayes - Cooling Division

daniel.bayes@hydac.co.uk

+44 (0) 7384 250 688  

www.hydac.co.uk

HYDAC Technology Ltd
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HYDAC draws from over 55 years of engineering expertise and system know how to provide the best  
possible components, technologies, systems and solutions. With a solid background within Power Generation 
Industries, Hydac offers an impressive portfolio of products and services that support the requirements of 
modern Generator Sets to include:
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HYDAC is a family run company that was founded in 1963 as a 
manufacturer of hydraulic components and accessories. Today 
it's a global organisation consisting of over 9,000 employees, 50 
branch offices and 500 trade and service partners world-wide. 
They pride themselves on their global, yet local approach. 
HYDAC draw from years of expertise in order to provide the 
best possible components, technologies, systems and solutions. 

Within the field of power generation, be it Nuclear, Gas or Coal 
fired power stations to Hydro-electric plant and Solar Energy Farms, 
HYDAC products are present and integrated as essential parts of the 
operational systems. 

Within the 500KW to 14MW generation market, HYDAC’s business 
initially began within the field of Gas turbine lube oil cooling systems, 
and remains an area that they specialise today. As the renewable 
energy markets emerged and expanded – where fluid power 
requirements also complimented the HYDAC product portfolio –  
this also became a key growth area.

Today, HYDAC boasts over 60,000 Cooling Systems installations 
within Wind Turbine systems alone, supported by high quality 
lubrication filtration systems, accumulator technology, and a host of 
other sub-systems, components and services. 

If we continue the focus on cooling, which became part of HYDAC’s 
product portfolio over 40 years ago, the radiator technology they 
produce today is 100% aluminium. The manufacturing processes 
utilised within their three modern radiator plants are unique, 
producing what is considered one of the most thermally efficient and 
robust varieties of all aluminium air blast radiators available. Mix this 
with a strong team of engineers, with many years’ experience within 
the field of power generation and R&D of large scale engines, a great 
recipe to successfully realise modern cooling systems required by 
today’s demanding applications results.

Given the advantages HYDAC COOLING offers, it is of little surprise 
that HYDAC radiators are successfully installed within containerised 
Genset solutions, remote cooling banks, limited areas of installation, 
noise sensitive locations and applications where performance levels 
were difficult to meet with conventional technologies. Should 
consideration be required for increased corrosion protection levels, 
or installations within hazardous areas, HYDAC has all bases covered. 

With ever increasing efforts to minimise failure modes within 
the Cooling Systems of Diesel and Gas Powered generator sets, 
especially within Mission critical applications, HYDAC cooling 
technology offers increased levels of system integrity – improving 
overall reliability. Additionally, the increased power density the 
HYDAC product provides presents a number of valuable advantages: 
Product development has focused on solutions that include increased 
operational efficiency through minimising parasitic losses and sound 
level emissions. In many cases this is achieved through electrically 
powered variable speed drive ventilation systems, or alternatively 
speed controlled compact hydraulic drive systems – a further area  
of HYDAC expertise – are available and can also offer comprehensive 
advantages. 

While HYDAC earned a reputation for the supply of high performance 
and quality products, their commitment to listen to their customer’s 
future needs and requirements, and evolve their products and 
technology to meet these, is where HYDAC stands ahead of the 
crowd as a true ‘engineering solutions provider’.

Supported by intensive R&D programmes across all products divisions 
and state of the art manufacturing facilities Globally, HYDAC have 
products for today and tomorrow. 

Hydac are thrilled to be part of the AMPS association, and are 
preparing to showcase more of their associated technologies over  
the course of future issues, encompassing all areas indicated.

www.hydac.co.uk  |  power-gen.hydac.com

New Members

POWERGEN SOLUTIONS
Supporting critical power and backup
power generation systems

HYDAC draws from over 55 years of engineering expertise and system know how to provide the best
possible components, technologies, systems and solutions. With a solid background within Power Generation
Industries, Hydac offers an impressive portfolio of products and services that support the requirement of
modern Generator Sets to include:

Mobile Filtration
Perfect for lube oil replenishment, servicing
and filling. Fluid analysis services are also available.

Hydraulic Power Units &
Sub-Systems

Aftertreatment
Ad-blue pumping systems 
   

Air Blast Cooling Solutions
Integrated In-Container or Roof Mounted (Remote)
Multi-circuit JW-HT, SCAC-LT, ATAAC and Diesel Fuel.
Variable speed drive technology through electronic control
for energy efficiency and sound level optimisation. Hydraulic
drive systems also available.   

Accumulator Technology
Pulsation Dampeners for Fuel Systems
Fuel system Pulsation Dampers in place to
protect all sensitive fuel injection components
and prevent potential fuel supply line failure,
available in materials to suit all fuels at all
temperatures with sizes from 0.075 litre.

Fuel Filtration
Diesel Filtration Technology
HYDAC has developed diesel filters for leading engine and
machine manufacturers for many years. Our innovative
Biomicron® filter element technology protects itself from
microbial growth, such as diesel pest, and maintains the
entire fuel system including the tank.

Gas Filtration Technology
Particle removal, moisture removal, high pressure & low
pressure applications, working filters & guard filters. Filters
range from one micron upwards, and up to 99% moisture
removal. Alternative separation technologies also include:
traditional demister pads & unique cyclone separation units
for water and moisture removal.  

Oil Mist
Separators

Heat Exchangers
Water to Water &
Water to Air Heat Exchangers
- Combined Heat and Power for energy recovery.
- Remote heat exchanger kits. 
   

Electronics
Controls, Sensors, Valves & Condition Monitoring
 
   

Mounting Technology
Clamps & Accessories
Bespoke and standardised clamping for pipework, cables
and hoses, custom rail designs.   

For more information contact your local HYDAC
representatives or find us online:

Paul Bryan - Cooling Division

paul.bryan@hydac.co.uk

+44 (0) 7785 515 113 

Danny Bayes - Cooling Division

daniel.bayes@hydac.co.uk

+44 (0) 7384 250 688  

www.hydac.co.uk

HYDAC Technology Ltd
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SMART SOLUTIONS

HYD2006-2185

Enclosed  
Bulk Diesel  
Filter Panel

Power Generation The HYDAC Way!

www.HYDAC-NA.com | www.HYDAC.com

Why HYDAC Cooling:
•  Reliability 
•  Fits within space limitations
•  Optimized noise solutions with  

variable speed options
•  Modular solutions = adaptability
•  Global manufacturing US-EU-China

And Diesel Fuel Filtration Systems:
• >99.5% Water Removal
• High Efficiency Filtration
•  Higher Flow Rates: 5-280+ gpm

• Private Label = Service $
• Superior System Performance
• Ease of Use

Protecting Today’s Critical Power & Backup Power Generation Systems

Exceptional Product Support!

HYDAC GLOBAL PRESENCE, 
LOCAL EXPERTISE, FOUNDED  
OVER 55 YEARS AGO
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Ledbury Welding & Engineering (LWE) has grown 
into a leading manufacturer of high specification, 
aboveground Bunded rectangular and cylindrical 
fuel storage tanks with a capacity of up to 220,000 
litres. 

Operating from a purpose built factory in Ledbury, which includes  
in house Shotblasting a Coating Facility to provide a full in house 
service. LWE is a privately owned company which prides itself on 
the quality of its products and the importance of good working 
relationships not only with its workforce but also with its suppliers 
and business partners. 

As a British company, LWE recognises the importance of local 
procurement, Steel sheets as well as all other materials are sourced 
from UK suppliers wherever possible. It is this ethos which 
underwrites customer service and the company’s continuing success.

LWE is very much a customer driven business, continually striving  
to develop both its products, its service focused with an outlook to 
the future.

The aim is consistent performance, from initial enquiry through to 
the completion and delivery of a finished product – on time and fully 
compliant with the customers’ expectations.

Having supplied the Generator Sector from over 40 years, we have 
seen the sector changed with Data centres now becoming a large part 
of the expanding market for fuel storage requirements. LWE are at 
the forefront of design that is in a class of its own. To provide industry 
with Bespoke Sub Base Fuel Tanks (SBFT). 

Our tanks are designed, 
not only to provide 
storage for the fuel  
but also accommodate the weight of the acoustic housings on top of 
the tank and provide you with set amounts of product for generator 
run times. The design of this system is produced to reduce area 
needed on site and support the weight of the generator and all of  
its components. 

One of the critical design advantages is that our SBFT are built so that 
the internal structure remains open on the base, so not to form any 
pockets that the fuel could collect in, which in turn allows the fuel 
polishing of the tank to achieve its best quality possible. This solution 
is completely flexible as it has the option to be designed to suit the 
sizes of your requirements of acoustic housing and product quantity 
required. Our SBFT have a Bunded Secondary containment and are 
fully compliant with British Standards. This Product Includes all of  
the following components to fulfil fully Turnkey solution. Some  
of the features include 

• 110% Bund Structure
• Fuel Polish System – Timed or Constant Cycle
• Tank Contents Monitoring with Modbus Outputs linked to BMS
• Electronic Overfill Valve
• Water Content Monitoring , Bund & Cabinet Alarm monitoring
• Cabinet Lighting
•  2 x Product Heaters, suitable to stored product with 20% Low 

Level Cut off facility
• 40mm Suction & Return for Generator
• Removeable Lifting Points
• Sprayed 5-15 Year Paint Finish
• Units design for low temperature sites

LWE also produce the SupervaultMH a 4 hour Fire Rated Tank which 
meets and exceeds UL2085, a Standard for Fire Rated Protected 
Tanks, ideal for internal building applications.

We also provide Tank Inspection, Maintenance & Decommissioning 
Services, as well as having a projects team to undertake full 
installations if required.

We are highly delighted to become a member of AMPS and look 
forward to playing an active part, in an industry that is critical to  
the UK & Global Infrastructure moving forward. 

For more information  
www.lweltd.co.uk

34 www.amps.org.uk
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LEDBURY WELDING & ENGINEERING
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PILLER POWER SYSTEMS
New Members

Piller was founded in Hamburg 1909 by German engineer 
Anton Piller. 

Currently employing around 1000 people worldwide, Piller’s state of 
the art headquarters are near Hanover, Germany, with subsidiaries 
across Europe, the Americas and Australasia.

The Osterode HQ includes purpose-built manufacturing and R&D 
facilities, while assembly and testing for systems up to 3000kVA take 
place at nearby Bilshausen. 

The Piller group is a wholly owned subsidiary of the multi-disciplined 
global UK engineering and industrial group, Langley Holdings Plc. In 
2016, Piller acquired Active Power Inc., the flywheel energy storage 
specialist. 

As the only company in the world manufacturing rotary and static  
UPS technologies with both kinetic energy storage and battery storage 
options, Piller has the unique flexibility to configure a vast range of 
power protection, switching and conversion products into solutions  
that match the precise requirements of clients.

In-house teams control every aspect of development, design and 
manufacture of its entire product range.

Working in a wide range of sectors from healthcare, industry, banking, 
aviation, data centres, communications and naval to energy, Piller 
provide UPS, kinetic energy technology and modular power products 
to achieve sustainable and reliable solutions in mission-critical, power 
provision, protection and energy storage. 

A comprehensive after sales service and support including customer 
training, remote system diagnosis and preventative maintenance 
minimizes malfunctions and extends the life of UPS systems to at least 
20 years.

Piller technicians are currently taking care of around 10,000 units of 
high-power UPS equipment in over 40 countries, supporting client 
activities in data processing, finance, industry, communications, aviation 
and defence, 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.

Piller UK Ltd is located in Gloucestershire.

www.piller.com/en-GB
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Market Leaders In Critical Power Rental Solutions
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BRINKMANN & NIEMEIJER 
SPECIAL COMES AS STANDARD 

New Members

Brinkmann & Niemeijer (B&N) of Twello in the 
Netherlands, have for many decades been a leading 
manufacturer of power generation, with an excellent 
reputation in the Dutch market. They started, over 
a hundred years ago, by importing the famous Lister-
Petter generator sets and diesel engines for inland 
shipping. Since then, Brinkmann & Niemeijer have greatly 
expanded and now cover areas of (complex) emergency 
power solutions, generating sets for the construction, 
rental market and riverbarge market and power packs. 

B&N offers mobile products also in other geographical area’s as long 
as the support can be guaranteed. The UK market is an example of a 
market where B&N has been active for years as a supplier to the rental 
market. 

IN HOUSE DESIGN, PRODUCTION & TESTING
Although using existing components from the market place, the overall 
design of the product is determined in house. Detailed engineering is 
done for the electrics and controls. The mechanical design for the base, 
the canopy and the overall assembly is also done in house. After the 
design phase, parts are ordered in, and production starts. Mechanical 
parts are produced, control panels built and everything is assembled 
together into the final product. Using the in house test facilities the 
product is tested according the defined specifications. If wanted the 
customer can be present to witness this whole test sequence.

Every generating set is completely tested before delivery, where the 
customer, if desired, can be present. In short, B&N offers a solution for 
very specific demands.

GENERATOR PRODUCT
B&N offers generator products that can fulfil specific customer 
requirements. The generating sets are built according the very specific 
requirements of this market in terms robustness, serviceability, size, 
weight, noise level and latest emission requirements. Whatever the 
specific requirement is, B&N is always a reliable and competent partner.

HYBRID PRODUCT SOLUTIONS
Over ten years ago B&N introduced the first hybrid generating sets 
on the market whereby fuel consumption, maintenance intervals and 
running hours were the most important features. These were the 
so-called Eff(iciency) Sets. At that time the market was not yet ready 
but now, more than 10 years later, it is. Same specific aspects are still 
important, if not more important. The total cost (Total Life Cost) of a 
product is also increasingly important.

Hybrids are still relatively new in the market but today’s available 
technology make the product better using more widely available 
components from the market. The key is to find out from the customer 
what he requires in terms of power. 

SUPPORT
Through years of experience with diesel engines and generators, the 
best possible support is given, whether it comes to maintenance or to 
solve any malfunction. In an emergency is it all about the speed. The 
office staff consists of experienced craftsman, who know all aspects 
of the products and are ready to help on the phone. When they are 
not able to resolve the problem directly on the phone, then service 
technicians will visit the site. Always and everywhere – available 24-7.

For more information visit brinkmann-niemeijer.nl/en
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CLARKE ENERGY
New Members

Clarke Energy, a KOHLER Company, is a multi-award-
winning global business specialising in the engineering, 
installation and maintenance of distributed power 
generation solutions. Clarke Energy provides distributed 
power plant solutions with market leading engineering, 
installation and maintenance support.

Their specialism is gas engine power stations and combined heat 
and power technology. However, they are expanding this offering to 
incorporate additional and complimentary renewable energy generation 
and storage technologies as hybrids or microgrids. Clarke Energy are 
also able to offer biogas upgrading solutions for gas grid injection.

GAS ENGINE POWER PLANT ENGINEERING PROCUREMENT AND 
CONSTRUCTION (EPC)
Clarke Energy can offer comprehensive engineering, procurement and 
construction (EPC) services complimenting the supply and maintenance 
of a gas engine or other power generation equipment. Supply can range 
from the sale of a single engine, through to a combined heat and power 
plant, to a fully engineered power plant, or with the integration of other 
power generation or a hybrid or microgrid solution.

INSTALLATION
Clarke Energy offers a comprehensive project management service for 
the installation of a gas engine power plant. At point of order they assign 
a dedicated project and engineering team to manage the installation. 
The project manager acts as primary point of contact following the 
engine sales phase and will coordinate the engineering, installation and 
commissioning of the generating asset.

Clarke Energy’s project teams have hands on experience and a 
comprehensive knowledge of Jenbacher gas engines and site installation 
and follow a structured approach to the delivery of all projects. Their 
primary focus is to deliver a high-quality project on time and to budget.

SERVICE
Clarke Energy’s ethos is ensuring the highest levels of equipment 
availability – this should translate to maximised return on investment 
for their customer assets. They achieve this by having localised service 
teams in each country they operate and local stores of genuine original 
equipment manufacturer (OEM) approved parts. The teams are trained 
to the highest standards and they offer training programmes for both 
customers and staff.

For more information visit www.clarke-energy.com/uk

GLOBAL REACH WITH LOCAL FOCUS

OUR SERVICING STATISTICS...

>7GW
Global installed base

>500
Engineers on the ground 

across the world

>1.4GW
Renewable electricity 

globally

>15m
Jenbacher spare  

parts stock holding

>1GW
Peaking and flexible 

globally

27
Authorised Jenbacher 
service provider in 27 

countries

1,200
People employed  

globally

1989
Began trading as  

a service company  
in 1989
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erica
by IDE

Speak to an IDE Advisor on:
T: 01543 574111

E: enquiries@idesystems.co.uk
or visit: www.idesystems.co.uk

Energy Reduction through Information, Control and Automation

Improving site power usage, such as low energy products, hybrid systems and active power 
switching requires the right knowledge of why and when power is needed, information that until 

now has been guess work and can often lead to ineffective solutions.

Erica brings this information right to the power engineers desk, enabling them to make the 
optimum choice and demonstrate real savings.

The I in IDE stands for innovation which is seen through our 
products. We are passionate about a low carbon future.

Our new Combi AMF 125A MD32 
& AMF compact board.

Temporary EV chargers for 
construction sites or events.
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LCM ENVIRONMENTAL 
(PART OF CRAGGS ENVIRONMENTAL LTD)
LCM Environmental (part of Craggs Environmental Ltd) 
provides a wide range of fuel quality and tank safety services  
to both public and private sector organisations across the UK 
and beyond. 

The company values incorporate

• To put health and safety first at all times

• To have paramount regard for the environment

• To be innovative and to encourage staff to innovate safely

• To place high value on integrity and trust with staff, customers and suppliers

Since 1987 LCM has worked in the downstream fuel industry across a 
wide range of industry sectors providing a broad range of fuel management 
compliance and environmental services which include fuel quality testing, fuel 
cleaning, fuel removal, tank and pipework safety testing, cleaning, removal and 
installation and full fuel facility management services.

In late 2019 Craggs Environmental Ltd, one of the UK’s leading fuel and 
tank infrastructure servicing companies acquired the business of LCM 
Environmental and combined the two companies to double their size, 
coverage and operational capacity. As part of the wider Craggs Energy Group, 
LCM Environmental are now able to provide UK wide fuel distribution services 
in addition to their core fuel quality and tank safety services.

As a continual innovator, LCM invests heavily in technology and works with 
other global fuel industry pioneers to benefit the environment, the workforce 
and its partner companies. As well as its commitment to the environment, 
LCM champions improvements in health and safety standards.

They are a leading UK supplier of fuel management services to any private or 
public organization who use fuel in significant quantities and in particular for 
those where fuel is a critical asset. They are an innovative company, providing 
premium services with high service levels and have an outstanding safety 
record.

LCM Environmental staff work in potentially dangerous environments handling 
fuel, other hazardous substances, working in confined spaces, working 
at heights, and working on spill response and clean-up in unstructured 
environments including those close to water and at night. However, the 
reason that LCM has been able to maintain an exemplary safety record is 
the professionalism of their staff, continual investment in the training and in a 
strong safety culture embedded since LCM’s foundation in 1987 and Craggs 
Environmental’s in 2013.

For more information visit lcmenvironmental.com

New Members
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Noise
    control
experts

Keeping your world clean, quiet, and safe. Dürr Universal 
is a global leader in the design and manufacture of inlet 
and exhaust systems for gas turbines and reciprocating 
engines in the OEM and retrofit markets.

www.durr-universal.com

Dürr Limited
United Kingdom

Phone +44 1455 8944 88
Email  solutions@universalaet.com

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO…
2020 is a big year for Wakefield Acoustics as they 
celebrate 40 years in delivering innovative noise control 
solutions for the improvement of living and working 
environments.

Formed in 1980, they have been building noise control solutions for  
a range of industrial manufacturers across the UK. Today, the company 
operates from a modern 40,000 sq. ft. manufacturing facility in 
Heckmondwike, West Yorkshire, and has diversified its product  
range to serve additional industries including construction and  
standby power generation. 

Speaking about the milestone, Wakefield Acoustics’ Managing Director, 
Kevin Still said: “We are delighted to be celebrating this notable 
anniversary, achieved by the hard work and dedication of each and 
every employee, past and present. Despite the current pandemic,  
we continue to expand and we look forward to serving the market  
for the next 40 years.”

“We would also like to thank all our customers, as we look forward to 
supporting you on your future projects.”

www.wakefieldacoustics.co.uk

BEN WERNICK COMPLETES 
GREATEST VERTICAL DISTANCE 
RUN IN 24 HOURS
The Managing Director of Wernick Construction, Ben 
Wernick, has succeeded in completing a 24-hour vertical 
distance run. Subject to confirmation by Guinness World 
Records, Ben will achieve the record for the greatest 
vertical distance run in 24 hours, with an elevation change 
of 22.68km. Guinness World Records recognised the 
previous record as 14km.

Through this elite athletics event, Ben is raising money for the Wales Air 
Ambulance Charitable Trust.

Starting on Saturday 26th September at 10am, Ben completed a total of 
101 laps and ran 115km on a trail in South Wales before finally finishing 
at 10am the following day.

Prior to the run, a site visit was made by Healer Surveys’ Senior Land 
and Civil Engineer Surveyor, John Porter, to conduct an analysis of the 
route.

The starting point of the run was established at the base of the slope 
adjacent to the car park. Meanwhile, the highest point of the route was 
marked with a standard house brick set in the ground. The length of 
the route was 571.023m while the average gradient of the route was 
19.66%.

All public health procedures including social distancing measures were 
abided by throughout the duration of the event.

Ben is hoping to raise a minimum of £2000 for the Wales Air Ambulance 
Charity and has currently amassed a total of £1,940 which will 
be topped up by a further £500 by Wernick through the Wernick 
Employee Charity Scheme.

Ben commented: “We’re very fortunate in the UK, we have an amazing 
healthcare system and fantastic first responders. We know that if things 
go wrong and we need urgent help, then it will be there. However, a 
lot of the Welsh countryside is not easily accessible as they are often 
far away from public highways. In this case, the mode of transport you 
need is a helicopter. Through this event, I wanted to raise money to 
support Wales Air Ambulance Charitable Trust, I truly believe that it’s  
an invaluable service.”

If you would like to donate visit  
www.justgiving.com/fundraising/ben-wernick

Member News
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Noise
    control
experts

Keeping your world clean, quiet, and safe. Dürr Universal 
is a global leader in the design and manufacture of inlet 
and exhaust systems for gas turbines and reciprocating 
engines in the OEM and retrofit markets.

www.durr-universal.com

Dürr Limited
United Kingdom

Phone +44 1455 8944 88
Email  solutions@universalaet.com
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EAGLE GENERATORS LTD
are looking for good quality
pre-owned Generating Sets
for our overseas customer
needs & requirements.

Please contact us for a completely free
site visit to assess the value 
of your equiptment.

Call Paul Blything on 07980 374872
or email paul.blything@kw1.com

Eagle Generators Ltd, Bagnall Street, Great Bridge, West Midlands, DY4 7BS 
Website: www.dieselgenerators.com Email: sales@dieselgenerators.com Tel: +(0)121 557 0270
Company Registration No. 7772136 VAT registration no. 120 5594 37 


